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Abstract In this paper, we address the use of Bayesian
factor analysis and structural equation models to draw
inferences from experimental psychology data. While such
application is non-standard, the models are generally useful
for the unified analysis of multivariate data that stem from,
e.g., subjects’ responses to multiple experimental stimuli.
We first review the models and the parameter identifica-
tion issues inherent in the models. We then provide details
on model estimation via JAGS and on Bayes factor estima-
tion. Finally, we use the models to re-analyze experimental
data on risky choice, comparing the approach to simpler,
alternative methods.

Keywords Bayesian statistics · Decision making

Traditional applications of factor analysis and related latent
variable models include psychometric scale development,
analysis of observational data, and possibly data reduc-
tion (though the related, but distinct, principal components
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analysis is more relevant here). Because experimental psy-
chologists do not typically embark on such applications,
they may regard latent variable models as being irrelevant
to their statistical toolboxes. Furthermore, applications of
latent variable models to experimental data are relatively
uncommon in the literature (though see Bagozzi & Yi, 1989;
Donaldson, 2003; Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, &
Howerter, 2000; Russell, Kahn, Spoth, & Altmaier, 1998;
Wicherts et al., 2005). In this paper, we illustrate that
Bayesian latent variable models can be advantageous for the
analysis of multivariate data collected in many laboratory
experiments. The models flexibly allow us to handle data
from multiple trials, conditions, or scenarios, without the
need for aggregation across trials or subjects. This allows us
to pool data across multiple trials in order to draw general
conclusions about the research question of interest, while
preserving variability inherent in the raw data. We focus
on Bayesian versions of the models because they are flexi-
ble and advantageous for model extension, comparison, and
interpretation.

Bayesian approaches to estimating latent variable mod-
els have been considered for at least forty years, with
increased attention to the subject following the computa-
tional advances in Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
Early treatments include Press (1972), Martin and
McDonald (1975), Bartholomew (1981), and Lee (1981),
while later treatments that incorporate MCMC include
Scheines et al. (1999), Lee (2007), Song and Lee (2012a),
and Muthén and Asparouhov (2012). Some authors of the
recent papers refer to a need for fully automated soft-
ware that fits latent variable models via MCMC, with
Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998) providing SEM func-
tionality and BUGS (Lunn et al., 2012), JAGS (Plummer,
2003), and Stan (Stan Development Team, 2014) provid-
ing general functionality. This automation has the reward of
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easily estimating complex models coupled with the risk of
estimating inappropriate models or drawing inappropriate
conclusions (also see MacCallum, Edwards, & Cai, 2012;
Steiger, 2001; Stromeyer, Miller, Sriramachandramurthy, &
DeMartino, 2014).

In the pages below, we first present an overview of fac-
tor analysis and structural equation models. We also discuss
necessary topics for Bayesian model estimation, including
prior distribution specification and model comparison meth-
ods. The Bayesian methods are trickier than they are for
other models because of the inherent parameter identifi-
cation issues. We then apply the models to data from an
experiment on risky choice, highlighting the unified and
unique results that the models can provide. We estimate
all models in JAGS and carry out related computations
in R; code to replicate all results is provided at the URL
referenced at the end of the paper.

Models

To describe the models, we first set up a framework that is
relevant to experimental research. We assume that n indi-
viduals respond to a series of stimuli that are all intended
to measure the same concept. Across the stimuli, each indi-
vidual contributes p observed variables. For example, in
the illustration later, the stimuli are five binary choices. For
each choice stimulus, individuals rate (i) the extent to which
each individual choice option is attractive and (ii) the extent
to which they prefer one stimulus over the other. Here, the
stimuli are all intended to measure an individual’s attrac-
tion to risk, and each individual provides p = 15 observed
variables: three ratings for each of 5 stimuli. We generally
assume that yij (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , p) is individual
i’s response to observed variable j , and we also some-
times assume that individuals are randomly assigned to a
between-subjects condition. This mimics many psychology
experiments, where researchers are interested in study-
ing whether experimental conditions impacted individuals’
responses across multiple trials.

In the discussion below, we assume that yij is approxi-
mately continuous (so that our models fully rely on normal
distributions). However, variants of these models can also be
applied to discrete data such as binary choices or ordinal rat-
ings. These variants are highly related to the item response
models.

Factor model

The traditional factor model (e.g., Lawley & Maxwell,
1971; Bartholomew, Knott, & Moustaki, 2011) assumes that
each individual has a stable underlying trait (e.g., attrac-
tion to risky choice) across all experimental stimuli. An

individual’s response to each stimulus is driven by this trait.
The stimuli are unique, however, so that stimulus charac-
teristics also impact the individual’s responses. Further, like
many other models, noise impacts the responses.

The above ideas can be formally represented by:

yij |θi, γj , λj , ψj ∼ N(μij , ψj ) for all i, j (1)

μij = γj + λj θi (2)

θi ∼ N(0, φ). (3)

Within this model, θi is the value of individual i’s sta-
ble trait. This value arises from a normal distribution with
mean 0 and variance φ, reflecting the distribution of the trait
across the population of interest. The observed response yij

is perturbed from the trait by the sources mentioned in the
previous paragraph: stimulus characteristics γj and λj , and
random noise with variance ψj .

The stimulus characteristics include the intercept γj ,
reflecting stimulus j ’s mean response in the population of
interest, and slope λj , reflecting the extent to which stimulus
j “taps into” the trait of interest. If λj equals 0, individual i’s
standing on the trait has no impact on his/her response yij .
Conversely, if λj is large (in the positive or negative direc-
tion), individual i’s standing on the trait has a large impact
on his/her response. In traditional applications, the λj are
called factor loadings and the trait of interest is called the
factor.

Multiple factors The above model assumed that a sin-
gle latent trait was associated with the observed responses
yij . In some studies, multiple traits will have an associa-
tion. For example, undergraduate participants’ responses to
a recognition memory task may be influenced both by their
working memory capacity and by their attentional function-
ing during the experiment. If a participant has both high
working memory and high attention, he/she should exhibit
good test performance. Conversely, low values of either trait
will result in lower performance.

Assuming that m traits impact observed responses, we
can modify the previous model to arrive at an “m-factor
model:”

yij |θ i , γj , �j , ψj ∼ N(μij , ψj ) for all i, j (4)

μij = γj +
m∑

k=1

λjkθik (5)

θ i ∼ Nm(0, �), (6)

where θ i is a vector describing individual i’s standing on
each of the m latent traits (with this vector now arising
from a multivariate normal distribution) and �j contains
the m factor loadings for stimulus j . The matrix � con-
tains information about the variance of each trait along
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with covariances between pairs of traits. For the next
section, it is helpful to combine the �j into a p × m

matrix �.

Exploratory versus confirmatory models From inspec-
tion of the above models, it is evident that there are some
unidentified parameters. For example, Eq. 2 involves the
multiplication of two unknown parameters λj × θi . If we
multiply each λ by a constant and divide each θ by the
same constant, our model predictions remain unchanged.
This lack of identification is compounded by the fact that
the � matrix typically contains additional free parameters.
To address problems such as this, we need to fix some model
parameters to constants (typically to zero or one). Addition-
ally, when we consider the m-factor model from Eqs. 4 to 6,
it is possible to use matrix algebra to illustrate a rotational
indeterminacy problem. This implies that specific linear
transformations (more complex than multiplication by a
constant) of the λ parameters, coupled with inverse trans-
formations of the θ parameters, lead to unchanged model
predictions.

The m-factor model requires us to systematically con-
strain m2 parameters in order to achieve identification (this
does not count the mean of θ i , which is fixed to 0). If
we constrain only the minimum m2 parameters, we obtain
an exploratory factor model. This model allows for the
possibility that all latent traits (contained in θ ) are associ-
ated with all observed measures (the yij ). We can obtain
unique parameter estimates based on the specific m2 param-
eter constraints employed, but there are an infinite number
of other, equally-good sets of parameter values coupled
with alternative parameter constraints (these arise from the
rotational indeterminacy issue described in the previous
paragraph). Because of this, the λ (and possibly �) parame-
ters are typically transformed following model specification
so that they are easily interpretable. This “interpretability”
step is called rotation, and we provide some further informa-
tion on it in the General Discussion (also see Browne, 2001).
Regardless of the rotation step, however, the exploratory
model can be useful because it allows us to compare models
with different values of m. This can provide informa-
tion about the number of latent traits associated with the
observed measures, as well as about which latent traits are
associated with which measures.

If we fix more than m2 parameters, we obtain a confir-
matory factor model. In this model, we assume that some
latent traits have no association with some observed mea-
sures (consequently, some of the parameters in � are fixed
to zero) and also assume fixed, nonzero values for some
parameters. Rotational indeterminacy is no longer a prob-
lem here, though alternative parameter constraints can still
impact parameter estimates. These are further described
below.

Identification constraints for factor models Regardless
of whether we have an exploratory or confirmatory model,
the first m2 parameter constraints must be set in a system-
atic fashion (see Jöreskog, 1969, 1979; Peeters, 2012a, b)
to identify the likelihood. Popular strategies are described
below; all strategies assume that the resulting � matrix is
of full rank (e.g., that we cannot obtain one column of �

through a linear combination of other columns) and that the
resulting � matrix is positive definite.

Often, we start by setting � = I , which means that each
latent trait has a variance of 1 with each pair of traits having
a 0 correlation. If we employ this constraint, we then sys-
tematically fix m(m − 1)/2 parameters in �: one column
can have no zeros, one column must have one zero, one col-
umn must have two zeros, . . . , and one column must have
(m − 1) zeros.

Alternatively to above, we can fix the diagonal of �

(reflecting latent trait variances) to equal 1 but allow other
parameters in � to be unconstrained. This allows for the
possibility that latent traits are correlated. If we opt for these
constraints, we must fix more parameters in � to zero. In
particular, each column of � must now contain (m − 1)

zeros, for a total of m(m−1) zeroes in �. These restrictions,
proposed by Jöreskog (1979), achieve “local” identification:
they identify the model up to sign changes in columns of
�. Peeters (2012b) describes how to make these constraints
globally identified: in addition to the above constraints, one
must force a nonzero parameter in each column of � to
assume only positive or negative values.

Finally, another strategy involves placing all the restric-
tions in �. Now � is completely unconstrained, with each
column of � containing (m − 1) zeros. Each column of �

must also contain a nonzero constant, typically one (with
each one appearing in different rows), compensating for
the unconstrained �. These restrictions, also proposed by
Jöreskog (1979), achieve global identification.

The above constraints might make some readers uncom-
fortable, leading them to wonder whether estimated param-
eters can be interpreted given all the identification issues
involved. We suggest first comparing exploratory models
via Bayes factors (or other global model statistics), which
should be approximately invariant to the specific identifica-
tion constraints that are chosen. The Bayes factors will pro-
vide information about the best value of m or about which
latent traits impact which observed measures. Interpretation
of a single model may then proceed by studying the pattern
of λ estimates across latent traits and observed variables; see
Hoyle and Duvall (2004); Peeters et al. (2014), and Preacher
and MacCallum (2003) for further discussion of related
strategies. In addition to these strategies, the models can be
extended so that we obtain estimates of experiment-specific
parameters. This motivates the use of structural equation
models, described later.
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Exploratory models and priors In ML contexts, one often
fits the model to the observed covariances between the
p variables and integrates out the latent variables θ . In
Bayesian contexts, one typically fits the model to the raw
data, and θ is usually sampled simultaneously with other
model parameters via MCMC. This sampling of the latent
variables introduces some identification issues that are spe-
cific to Bayesian factor models. If these issues are not
addressed, the sampled parameters will never converge to a
stationary distribution.

To address the identification issues, we adopt a param-
eter expansion approach (Gelman 2004, 2006, Ghosh &
Dunson, 2009) to fit exploratory factor models. Parame-
ter expansion involves sampling from a “working model”
with unidentified parameters. At each iteration of the sam-
pling, we transform the sampled parameters to correspond
to the “inferential model” with uniquely identified parame-
ters. This improves the speed at which the sampled chains
converge to the posterior distribution, while also handling
some of the parameter identification issues inherent to the
model.

The working model is intended to help us sample the
factor loadings λ and the latent trait values θ . We allow
the entire covariance matrix �∗ to be unconstrained, and
we also fix m(m − 1) parameters in �∗ to zero. We then
place the following prior distributions on the rest of the
(unidentified) parameters:

λ∗
jk ∼ N(0, 1) for λ∗

jk free (7)

θ∗
i ∼ Nm(0, �) i = 1, . . . , n (8)

�∗−1 ∼ Wishart(V , m), (9)

where V is an m × m covariance matrix, and the aster-
isks on the θs, λs, and φs imply that these parameters
are unidentified. At each iteration, these unidentified work-
ing parameters are transformed to identified versions in the
inferential model via

λjk = sign(λ∗
kk)λ

∗
jkφ

∗1/2
kk (10)

θik = sign(λ∗
kk)φ

∗−1/2
kk θ∗

ik (11)

φk� = sign(λ∗
kk)sign(λ∗

��)φ
∗
k�√

φ∗
kkφ

∗
��

, k, � = 1, . . . , m, (12)

where sign(λ∗
kk) equals either 1 or −1, depending on

whether λ∗
kk is positive or negative. These transformations

automatically yield the remaining constraints necessary to
globally identify the model parameters: in addition to the
m(m − 1) parameters of � fixed to zero, we now have
that parameters along the diagonal of � equal 1. Further,
we have restricted one parameter in each column of � to
be positive, which is one way to fulfill the sign restric-
tion described by Peeters (2012b). This procedure results in

chains of sampled parameters that quickly converge to their
posterior distributions for small values of m (say, 5 or less).

For large values of m, the specific λ parameters that are
fixed to zero can impact convergence. If these constraints
cause the posterior associated with one of the λkk to over-
lap with zero, then the chains cannot converge (because,
under the parameter expansion approach, λkk can only be
positive). This is only problematic if many of the observed
variables are not associated with the latent traits of interest.

Structural equation models

The factor model can be extended in a variety of ways,
many of which are relevant to experimental psychologists.
For example, suppose that each participant i is assigned to
one of two experimental conditions. We can allow unique
parameters for each condition, which can provide informa-
tion about the extent to which the parameters differ across con-
ditions (e.g., Millsap, 2011; Verhagen & Fox, 2013). These
types of models are often called multiple-group models.

We can also allow specific latent traits to influence
other latent traits. For example, in situations where sub-
jects choose between risky and riskless options, subjects’
latent attractions to each type of option should influence
their choice. Models that include directional influences of
latent traits on other latent traits are no longer factor mod-
els; they are instead structural equation models. Structural
equation models subsume factor models and can be written
as

yij |θ i , γj , �j , ψj ∼ N(μij , ψj ) for all i, j (13)

μij = γj +
m∑

k=1

λjkθik (14)

θik = αk +
m∑

�=1

Bk�θi� + ζik for all i, k,

(15)

where αk is the mean of latent trait k (often fixed to zero)
and ζik is a normally-distributed, zero-centered residual
term associated with latent trait k. Equation 15 may look
confusing to some because the θ parameters appear on both
sides of the equation. This is the part of the equation that
allows some latent traits to have directional influences on
others. We require Bkk = 0, k = 1, . . . , m, which sim-
ply means that no latent trait exerts a directional influence
on itself. Many of the other B parameters are also fixed to
zero; the only nonzero B parameters correspond to latent
variables that have a directional influence on another latent
variable.

Finally, the structural equation model presented above
can be further extended to allow for interactions between
latent variables (e.g., Klein & Moosbrugger, 2000). To do
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so, we maintain most of the previous model, replacing only
Eq. 15 with

θik = αk +
m∑

�=1

Bk�θi� +
m∑

q1=1

m∑

q2=q1

ξkq1q2θiq1θiq2 + ζik for all i, k,

(16)

where ζik is still a zero-centered residual and many of
the ξ parameters are fixed to zero (as are many of the B

parameters). This model is difficult to fit via ML meth-
ods and simpler to fit via Bayesian methods (Lee et al.,
2007). Bayesian methods allow us to sample the latent vari-
ables θ i , which in turn allow us to deal with the conditional
distribution of yi given θ i . These conditional distributions
are normal, regardless of whether or not we employ latent
variable interactions. In contrast, ML methods work on
the marginal distribution of yi , integrating out the latent
variable θ i . When there are latent variable interactions
in the model, this marginal distribution is no longer nor-
mal. Consequently, special ML estimation methods must be
developed specifically for models that include latent vari-
able interactions. For more discussion of these issues and
specific ML model estimation methods, see Cudeck et al.
(2009), Klein and Moosbrugger (2000), Klein and Muthén
(2007), and Marsh et al. (2013).

Identification constraints for SEMs Structural equa-
tion models’ likelihoods are identified when both the
measurement part (14) and the structural part (15) are
identified (Lee, 2007). Identification of the measurement
part is typically handled in a manner similar to the factor
analysis models. There exist no general rules for identify-
ing the structural part, however (Bollen and Davis, 2009).
Researchers approach this problem by satisfying some (not
unique) sufficient conditions that are relatively easy to sat-
isfy in practice (Lee, 2007). These conditions often focus on
nonrecursive relationships between latent variables, which
include reciprocal directional effects, feedback loops, and
correlated residuals. The idea is that, to achieve identi-
fication, we should minimize the number of directional
influences and covariances between latent variables (i.e.,
we want to avoid cases where most of the B parameters
are estimated and where the covariance matrix associated
with ζ is nearly unrestricted). See Rigdon (1995) for further
discussion of these issues.

SEMs and priors To specify the priors for structural equa-
tion models, we adopt an approach related to that described
by Merkle (2011), Curtis (2010), and others. We fix the
latent variable variances φ to 1 and then, for each factor,
restrict at least one loading λ to have a prior distribution
that is truncated from below at 0. This truncation solves the

“sign change” issue that was described by Peeters (2012b).
We could also use a parameter expansion approach here, but
it adds extra complexity to the already-complex JAGS code.
Further details on this issue, along with specific prior dis-
tributions used, appears in the Application section. For the
JAGS code used to fit the models, see the Computational
Details section at the end of the paper.

Model comparison: Bayes factor computation

In a latent variable context, Bayes factors are useful for
comparing models with differing numbers of latent traits
(i.e., models with different values of m) or for compar-
ing structural equation models with different structures.
We compute log-Bayes factors to compare pairs of mod-
els in this paper, with positive values generally conveying
support for more complex models (which contain extra
parameters or factors). Kass and Raftery (1995) provide
some rules of thumb for their interpretation, suggesting that
log-Bayes factors below 1 are “not worth more than a bare
mention,” values from 1 to 3 are “positive,” values from
3 to 5 are “strong,” and values greater than 5 are “very
strong.” Like most rules of thumb, these values are subject to
debate.

To compare models with different values of m, factor
analysts have traditionally used the method of path sampling
for Bayes factor computation (Lee & Song, 2002; Ghosh
& Dunson, 2009). This method was originally described
by Meng (1998), but recent work suggests that it can be
problematic when it is applied to factor analysis (Dutta and
Ghosh, 2013). Hence, we rely on the Laplace approximation
to the Bayes factor (Kass & Raftery, 1995; Lewis & Raftery,
1997), and we also use the Savage-Dickey method (Dickey
& Lientz, 1970; Wagenmakers et al., 2010) to check our
results. We now briefly describe the Laplace approximation
and the Savage-Dickey density ratio. Alternative methods
for computing Bayes factors are described by, e.g., Kass and
Raftery (1995), Lopes and West (2004), Rouder and Morey
(2012), and Rouder et al. (2012).

Laplace approximation

The Laplace approximation to the Bayes factor (which we
use throughout the paper) is used to approximate the inte-
grals involved in the candidate models’ marginal likelihoods
(the ratio of which yields the Bayes factor). Given a model,
the Laplace approximation to the marginal log-likelihood is
(Lewis & Raftery, 1997)

log(f (Y )) ≈ q

2
log(2π) + 1

2
log(|J−1∗|) + log(f (�∗))

+ log(f (Y |�∗)), (17)
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where � is the model parameter vector of length q, �∗ is a
posterior central tendency measure of �, J−1∗ is the inverse
of the information matrix evaluated at �∗, and f () is the
probability distribution of the terms within its parentheses.
This approximation has been found to be accurate when the
posterior distribution is unimodal without long tails (Lewis
and Raftery, 1997; Tierney & Kadane, 1986), and its error
in approximating the Bayes factor is of order O(n−1) (Kass
& Raftery, 1995). Raftery (1993) has previously consid-
ered the approximation’s application to the types of models
described here.

The beauty of the Laplace approximation involves the
fact that all four terms on the right of Eq. 17 can often be
obtained directly from MCMC output. The first term is triv-
ial. The second term can be estimated via the covariance
matrix of sampled parameters. The third term requires �∗,
which is a posterior central tendency measure of each sam-
pled parameter (and we are evaluating the prior distributions
at �∗). Finally, the fourth term requires us to evaluate the
likelihood at �∗.

The fourth term can be somewhat difficult to evaluate
when there are random effects in the model that are not
officially counted as model parameters; this includes the θ

parameters in the factor models described here. As Lewis
and Raftery (1997) describe, we must integrate out the ran-
dom effects in order to calculate the fourth term. This is
easy to do for factor models involving normal distributions
because we can solve the integral analytically. The solution
is:

yi |γ , �, �, � ∼ Np(γ , ���′ + �), (18)

where yi is individual i’s data vector, γ is a vector
of intercepts, � is a diagonal matrix of residual vari-
ances, and � (the collection of factor loadings) and �

(the latent trait covariance matrix) were defined previ-
ously. For SEMs involving normal distributions the solution
is

yi |γ ,�,�,�,α,B,	 ∼ Np(γ + �α,�B�B ′�′ + �	�′ + �),

(19)

where yi , γ , � and � are defined in the same way as Eq. 18;
α is a vector of latent trait means; B is a matrix containing
the B parameters from Eq. 15; and 	 is a matrix contain-
ing the variances of the residual terms ζ ik from Eq. 15. The
matrix � is still the latent trait covariance matrix, but the
vital difference between SEM and factor analysis involves
the entries of �. In factor analysis, each entry of � is either
a single parameter or a constraint (0 or 1). In SEMs, we
need to derive many entries of � via conditional distribu-
tions. This is one reason why the Bayesian SEM framework

can be extended more flexibly. For example, for latent vari-
able interactions, we can separate observed variables that
“receive” a latent interaction from those that do not, then
rely on the conditional distribution of the former observed
variables (conditioned on the other latent variables) to arrive
at the full marginal distribution. If our models involve distri-
butions other than the normal (as is the case for, say, logistic
regressions and many item response models), then integra-
tion of the random effects is less straightforward. Further
MCMC steps could be used here; see Lewis and Raftery
(1997) for more detail.

Savage-dickey density ratio

The Savage-Dickey density ratio is useful for computing
Bayes factors associated with nested models; such mod-
els often mimic null hypotheses. In such situations, we
often wish to test a hypothesis that a model parameter (or
some function of model parameters) equals zero. We can
gain information related to this hypothesis by comparing
two models: Model A, where the parameter in question
is freely estimated, and Model B, where the parameter in
question is constrained to zero. In computing a Bayes fac-
tor to compare these models, we gain information related
to the chance that the model parameter actually equals
zero.

The Savage-Dickey density ratio allows us to compute
these types of Bayes factors by estimating only Model A
(where the focal parameter is free). Assume that we wish
to calculate the Bayes factor associated with ω = 0 versus
ω �= 0, where ω is a specific entry of the parameter vector
�. Then we have that

BFBA = p(ω = 0|Y )

p(ω = 0)
; (20)

that is, the Bayes factor is the ratio between the posterior
density evaluated at ω = 0 and the prior density evaluated
at ω = 0. The prior density is known, and the posterior den-
sity becomes normal for large n (e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern,
& Rubin, 2004). For smaller n, the posterior density can
be approximated via splines or kernel-based methods; see
Wagenmakers et al. (2010) for more detail. Regardless, we
can evaluate the posterior density using the MCMC output
and a minimal amount of extra computation.

Throughout the application below, we report Bayes fac-
tors calculated via the Laplace approximation. We also used
the Savage-Dickey method to ensure that both methods
agreed; while the Savage-Dickey methods are not reported
here, the code used to calculate all Bayes factors is included
in the replication code. We now move to the application,
which can be viewed as the start of a serious data analysis.
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Application: Risky choice

Peters and Levin (2008) studied framing effects of risky
and riskless choice alternatives in variants of the Asian
Disease Problem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). This prob-
lem requires subjects to choose between two treatments
for a fictional disease that impacts 600 people. In a “pos-
itive frame” version of the problem, a riskless treatment
saves 200 lives, while a risky treatment saves all 600 lives
with probability 1/3 and no lives with probability 2/3. In a
“negative frame” version of the problem, a riskless treat-
ment causes 400 people to die, while a risky treatment
causes 0 deaths with probability 1/3 and 600 deaths with
probability 2/3. The question framing (number dead ver-
sus number alive) is known to have an impact on choice:
“death” phrasing causes people to choose the risky option,
while “alive” phrasing causes people to choose the riskless
option.

Peters and Levin (2008) were interested in the extent
to which each option’s attractiveness influenced choice,
along with the impact of numeracy on the relationship
between attractiveness and choice. They created five vari-
ants of the Asian Disease Problem involving human deaths
due to disease, animal deaths due to wildfire, and crop
loss due to drought. Subjects were assigned to one of two
“frame” conditions, where the problems were phrased as
described above. Subjects reported a preference between
options on a seven-point scale (from “much prefer the
riskless option” to “much prefer the risky option”), and
they also rated the attractiveness of each option. Thus,
for each problem, subjects gave three ratings on seven-
point scales: attraction to the risky option, attraction to
the riskless option, and preference. For each subject, the
data therefore include 10 attractiveness ratings (of the risky
option and the riskless option for each of the five problems)
and 5 preference ratings (for each of the five problems).
These ratings are all treated as continuous below, though
similar models could be specified if, e.g., choice were
binary.

The original authors’ focal hypothesis was that sub-
jects’ numeracy would moderate the relationship between
attractiveness ratings and choice: as numeracy increases,
attractiveness ratings should be more predictive of choice.
To study this hypothesis, the authors employed separate
ANOVAs on each of the five problem variants and on
data that were averaged over the problems. They generally
found statistically significant interaction effects in agree-
ment with their focal hypothesis. In the analysis described
here, we employ factor models and structural equation mod-
els to simultaneously study the experimental data across all
five problems and to handle potential differences between
problems.

Methods

We propose the use of factor analysis and SEM to study the
authors’ original hypotheses. This allows us to draw unified
inferences about the full experimental data from a single
model, removing the need to do separate analyses of each
problem. While the modeling here can be viewed as the start
of a full analysis, we omit some steps and issues due to
space. We further describe these omissions in the Discussion
section.

Our modeling proceeds in two steps. First, we fit 1- and
2-factor models (i.e., Eqs. 4 to 6, with m = 1 and m = 2)
to the ten attractiveness ratings given by each subject (one
risky rating and one riskless rating, for each of the five
questions). The factors (latent variables) represent partic-
ipants’ attractions to risky and riskless alternatives in the
context of this experimental study; they are used here to
pool information across all five problems. In comparing a
one-factor model to a two-factor model, we obtain infor-
mation about the nature of attraction to risky and riskless
alternatives: are these two extremes of a continuum, or are
they unique dimensions? The former implies that a person
who is attracted to risky alternatives is also repelled by risk-
less alternatives, while the latter implies that a person can
be simultaneously attracted to (or repelled by) both risky
and riskless alternatives. This comparison provides informa-
tion about the best way to model the effect of attractiveness
ratings on choice. To preview our results, we find that the
2-factor model is better than the 1-factor model.

Next, we build off the results of the first step to examine
the effects of risky/riskless attraction on choice, as well as to
draw inferences related to the experimental manipulations
and to numeracy. The model is most easily conceptual-
ized via the path diagram in Fig. 1. This diagram illustrates
a series of regression-like relationships (directed arrows)
between observed variables (squares) and latent traits (cir-
cles). The observed variables AR1 to AR5 represent riskless
attraction ratings for items 1–5; the observed variables AR6
to AR10 represent risky attraction ratings for items 6–10;
and the observed variables C1 to C5 represent choice rat-
ings for items 1–5. Double-headed arrows imply variance
parameters.

The base portion of the model involves three main latent
variables: a riskless variable representing the riskless attrac-
tion ratings, a risky variable representing the risky attraction
ratings, and a choice variable representing the choice rat-
ings. The experimental manipulation (frame), numeracy,
and a frame-by-numeracy interaction predict all three of
the main latent variables. Finally, there appear two latent
interaction variables: one between riskless attraction and
numeracy, and one between risky attraction and numeracy.
These are notable because (i) they help us study the original
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Fig. 1 Path diagram of the structural equation model used in the application

authors’ focal hypotheses, and (ii) interactions involving
latent variables are difficult to estimate via ML methods.

All observed variables are assumed to be conditionally
normal, so that the path diagram can also be written as a
combination of Eqs. 13, 14, and 16. The parameter sub-
scripts in Fig. 1 match the subscripts that would be used in
the equation version of the model (not shown). Addition-
ally, to obtain the interactions from Eq. 16, we implicitly
create a latent numeracy variable that is perfectly related to
the observed numeracy variable.

Prior distributions on model parameters are generally
taken to be non-informative. For the factor analysis models,
many of the prior distributions are listed in Eqs. 7 to 9. The
remaining parameters include the intercepts associated with
observed variables (γj ) and residual variances (ψj ); these
classes of parameters are assigned priors of

γj ∼ N(0, 103) (21)

ψj ∼ Inv-Gamma(0.1, 0.1), (22)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , 15. The γj parameters are given
exceptionally-large variances because they are essentially
nuisance parameters here. They represent the mean of each
observed variable and play little role in the parameters of

interest, which include the λjk , φ12, and ψj parameters,
where j = 1, 2, . . . , 15; k = 1, . . . , 6. For complete-
ness, note that the variances of the three observed covariates
(labeled “Frame,” “Num,” and “Frame by Num”) are fixed
to their sample estimates.

For the structural equation model in Fig. 1, the bk� and
ξkq1q2 parameters (paths between latent variables) can be
somewhat difficult to sample. This is because, for these
parameters, the chains sampled via JAGS (and related soft-
ware) exhibit high autocorrelation. When the prior variances
are very large, the MCMC algorithm can accept a “bad” pos-
terior value, and the high autocorrelation implies that it will
take a long time for the chain to recover from that bad value.
As a result, we use “weakly informative” prior distributions
on the parameters (Gelman, 2006): prior distributions with
variances constrained to reflect plausible parameter values.
For example, because the latent variables in Fig. 1 are con-
strained to have means of 0 and variances of 1 (and because
we know that, for the data considered here, no latent variable
will be perfectly predictive of another), we can be nearly
certain that the λjk , bk�, and ξkq1q2 parameters are between
−10 and 10. Because 99 % of the normal distribution lies
within 3 standard deviations of the mean (and because we
expect the parameters to be closer to zero than to −10 or
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10), a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 10 is
mildly informative for these parameters. Note that we are
supplying no information about the parameters’ signs; the
prior distributions are always symmetric around zero. The
only mild information we provide is related to the expected
variability of the parameters.

In Fig. 1, there are five main types of parameters: λjk ,
bk�, ξkq1q2 , ψj , and φ12. There also exist observed-variable
intercepts γj that are not displayed. The prior distributions
for these classes of parameters are

γj ∼ N(0, 103) (23)

λjk ∼ TNR+(0, 10) (24)

bk� ∼ N(0, 10) (25)

ξkq1q2 ∼ N(0, 10) (26)

ψj ∼ Inv-Gamma(0.1, 0.1) (27)

φ12 ∼ Unif(−1, 1), (28)

where TNR+ is a normal distribution truncated from below
at 0. The truncated normals are used here as a shortcut to
ensure that the sign of the loadings λjk and the signs of the
latent variables θi do not switch on one another. The short-
cut can be safely used here because we know the loadings
all have the same sign and are far from zero. If this were
not the case, we could instead estimate each latent vari-
able’s variance, fixing a single λ parameter to 1 for each
latent variable. We could also adopt a parameter expansion
approach, similar to that described for the factor analysis
model.

All models are sampled for 5,000 iterations following an
adaptation/burn-in of 6,000 iterations. Model convergence
is assessed via time series plots and the Gelman-Rubin
statistic (Gelman & Rubin, 1992); for the prior distribu-
tions outlined above, all parameters achieve values of the
Gelman-Rubin statistic less than 1.1.

Results

Correlations between the 15 observed ratings (riskless
attractiveness, risky attractiveness, choice) are presented in
Fig. 2 (other descriptive statistics can be found in the orig-
inal authors’ paper). Correlations for the negative frame
condition are displayed above the main diagonal, and corre-
lations for the positive frame condition are displayed below
the main diagonal. Blue shadings imply negative correla-
tions, and red shadings imply positive correlations. It is
seen that the riskless ratings (AR1–AR5) generally display
large correlations with one another, as do the risky ratings
(AR6–AR10). Correlations between the riskless ratings and
risky ratings are also generally positive: for a given sce-
nario, subjects generally found the risky and riskless options
to be more or less appealing. This may be because the

options had the same expected value, and some subjects
found the expected value to be more appealing than others.
Correlations between the choice ratings (C1–C5) and the
attractiveness ratings are generally smaller, and they gen-
erally differ in sign by type of option: the riskless ratings
are generally negatively related to choice ratings, while the
risky ratings are generally positively related. The original
authors’ focal hypotheses involve moderation of these latter
correlations by numeracy.

Model estimation was on the order of minutes (on our
computers, two minutes or less), as opposed to seconds or
hours. We build up to the focal hypotheses by first com-
paring two exploratory factor models: a one-factor model
and a two-factor model (i.e., a model with m = 1 ver-
sus a model with m = 2). As stated previously, this
comparison provides information about the nature of attrac-
tion to risky and riskless alternatives: are these attractions
two extremes of a single dimension, or are they unique
dimensions? In employing the Laplace approximation to
compare models, we obtain an estimated log-Bayes factor
of 29.02 in favor of the two-factor model. This implies that
attraction to risky options and attraction to riskless options
should be treated as separate dimensions. Table 1 displays
the posterior mean factor loadings (i.e., the estimated λs)
and reinforces this result. The table shows that the riskless
alternatives (labeled AR1 to AR5) all have large, positive
loadings on the first factor and near-zero loadings on the
second factor. The risky alternatives (labeled AR6 to AR10)
exhibit the converse result, with the estimated correlation
between factors being 0.42. The loadings that equal exactly
zero (i.e., that equal 0 instead of 0.00) reflect identifica-
tion constraints for the exploratory model; these constraints
led to factor loadings that were easy to interpret, without
the need for further rotation. Based on these results, we
maintain a 2-factor confirmatory model for the remainder
of the analyses. This model fixes to zero the loadings that
are already near zero in Table 1: the risky alternatives on
the “Riskless” factor, and the riskless alternatives on the
“Risky” factor.

We are now prepared to additionally model the impact
of numeracy on attraction, along with the impacts of
frame, numeracy, and attraction on choice via the model
displayed in Fig. 1. The results are displayed in the
rightmost columns of Table 2, including 95 % posterior
intervals and log-Bayes factors associated with different
parameters.

There is a small effect of frame on riskless attrac-
tion, whereby people were more attracted to the riskless
option in the positive frame condition (the condition where
options were phrased in terms of “number alive”). The pos-
terior interval associated with this effect hovered around
zero, and the log-Bayes factor favored a model where this
effect equaled zero. We also modeled effects of numeracy
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Fig. 2 Correlation matrix of data from Peters & Levin (2008). Corre-
lations for the positive frame condition are below the main diagonal;
correlations for the negative frame condition are above the main
diagonal. Variables include riskless attraction rating on items 1–5

(AR1–AR5); risky attraction rating on items 1–5 (AR6–AR10); and
choice rating on items 1–5 (C1–C5). Red values signify correlations
closer to 1, and blue values signify negative correlations

and numeracy-by-frame interactions on the attraction latent
variables, but these effects were unsupported by both the
posterior intervals and Bayes factors.

We now consider effects of frame, numeracy, and the
latent attraction variables on choice. We found the standard
framing effect on choice, whereby the positive frame condi-
tion led people to prefer the riskless option. The log-Bayes

factor was around 5, with the posterior interval excluding
zero. There was also a small numeracy × frame inter-
action: numerate subjects were less impacted by question
framing as compared to less-numerate subjects. This inter-
action had a posterior interval that hovered around zero,
with the log-Bayes factor mildly preferring a model without
the interaction.

Table 1 Estimated factor loadings from the exploratory model with m = 2

AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 AR5 AR6 AR7 AR8 AR9 AR10

Riskless 1.19 1.15 1.19 1.28 1.13 0 0.05 −0.03 −0.02 0.30

Risky 0 −0.05 0.00 −0.17 −0.06 1.20 1.14 1.12 1.11 0.98

AR1 to AR5 represent attraction to the riskless options for items 1 to 5, and AR6 to AR10 represent attraction to the risky options. Rows
correspond to the two factors, labeled “Riskless” and “Risky”
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Table 2 Comparison of original (general linear model) results, 95 % posterior intervals from the factor model, and log(Bayes factors) from the
structural equation model

Effect Dependent Variable Original Posterior interval Log(BF)

Frame Attraction (riskless) F(1, 106) = 5.2, p < .05 (0.02, 0.81) −0.87

Frame Attraction (risky) Unreported (not significant) (−0.58, 0.19) −2.07

Numeracy Attraction (riskless) F(1, 104) = 10.8, p < .01 (−0.07, 0.32) −3.41

Numeracy Attraction (risky) Unreported (not significant) (−0.16, 0.23) −4.31

Numeracy × Frame Attraction (riskless) F(1, 104) = 3.9, p = .05 (−0.5, 0.07) −2.45

Numeracy × Frame Attraction (risky) Unreported (not significant) (−0.33, 0.22) −4.29

Frame Choice F(1, 104) = 18.9, p < .001 (−3.04, −0.68) 5.08

Numeracy Choice F(1, 104) = .04, p = .85 (−0.53, 0.22) −2.69

Numeracy × Frame Choice F(1, 104) = 1.8, p = .28 (0, 1.23) −0.8

Attraction (riskless) Choice F(1, 100) = 6.76, p < .01 (−1.46, −0.2) 1.97

Attraction (risky) Choice F(1, 100) = 7.29, p < .01 (0.36, 1.85) 5.15

Numeracy × Attraction (riskless) Choice F(1, 100) = 9.6, p = .002 (−0.92, −0.12) 1.51

Numeracy × Attraction (risky) Choice F(1, 100) = 4.4, p = .04 (−0.09, 0.59) −2.79

Negative log(Bayes factor) implies that the “no-effect” model is preferred. Some of the original results have been converted from t statistics to F

statistics for uniformity

Finally, to address the focal hypothesis, attraction rat-
ings were positively related to choice ratings, more so
for numerate subjects. First, increases in riskless attraction
were associated with preferences for the riskless option,
and increases in risky attraction were associated with pref-
erences for the risky option. The riskless attraction latent
variable had a weaker association with choice than did risky
attraction, with log-Bayes factors of 1.97 and 5.15, respec-
tively. As Fig. 1 shows, we also included numeracy ×
riskless attraction and numeracy × risky attraction interac-
tions. The interaction term involving riskless attraction had
a posterior interval that did not overlap with zero, while
the interaction term involving risky attraction had a pos-
terior interval that did overlap with zero. The log-Bayes
factor favors the model that includes the riskless interaction
(1.51) but not the risky interaction (−2.79). This suggests
a small numeracy × riskless attraction association with
choice, similar to the original authors’ hypotheses.

Discussion

We now discuss some general issues associated with the
results in Table 2, along with some limitations of the current
analyses.

Prior sensitivity and comparison Focusing on results in
Table 2, the magnitude of the Bayes factors is impacted by
the prior distributions used (for the model here, prior dis-
tributions with smaller variances generally produce larger
Bayes factors). This property of Bayes factors is known, and
it has been the subject of both praise and criticism (Liu &
Aitkin, 2008; Vanpaemel, 2010). The fact that Bayes fac-
tors are sensitive to choice of prior distribution is helpful
in that they summarize the data while also accounting for
our previous knowledge of the phenomenon under study.
Others point out that, if one needs to surpass a Bayes fac-
tor threshold for a journal publication (similar to p < .05),
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then it is disconcerting that the threshold can be met by
manipulating the prior distribution. To address this issue,
one can fit the model under multiple prior distributions to
examine the results’ sensitivities.

We can further use Table 2 to compare results arising
from the Bayesian models to those of the original authors.
The third column of the table displays the original authors’
ANOVA-based results. Some of these results are not based
on exactly the same data as our results, because the origi-
nal authors sometimes focused on three of the five scenarios
and sometimes aggregated data (whereas we consistently
include all five scenarios). Nevertheless, we see that the
posterior intervals and Bayes factors often agree with the
ANOVA results, in that intervals fail to overlap with zero
and log-Bayes factors are positive when p-values are small.
When there are disagreements, the Bayes factors and poste-
rior intervals appear to be more conservative than the other
measures.

There are also a few situations where the posterior inter-
vals fail to overlap with zero, yet the Bayes factors favor a
model that excludes the effect. These different conclusions
stemming from posterior intervals versus Bayes factors arise
from their different intents: posterior intervals summarize
the value of a single model parameter, while Bayes factors
signify whether or not the associated parameter(s) generally
improve our model. While the former are readily interpreted
and may be more familiar to researchers (due to the simi-
larity between posterior intervals and confidence intervals),
the latter seems more useful for summarizing the extent
to which a parameter is generally important to one’s the-
ory (somewhat similarly to a frequentist likelihood ratio
test). Bayes factors additionally account for the complexity
afforded to us by extra model parameters, which is relevant
here because some types of SEM parameters may afford
us more complexity than other types. For further discussion
of Bayes factors and of model complexity, see Jefferys and
Berger (1992) and Spiegelhalter and Smith (1982).

Limitations If the focus of this paper were risky choice (as
opposed to Bayesian latent variable models), further model
extension and study would be warranted. The model used
here posits three separate latent variables for risky attrac-
tion, riskless attraction, and choice. Conditional on these
latent variables, the observed variables are posited to be
independent. This assumption is likely to be incorrect for
observed variables stemming from the same problem. That
is, even after conditioning on the latent variables, there may
remain a correlation between the three observed variables
associated with any one problem (e.g., the variables labeled
AR1, AR6, and C1 in Figure 1). To account for these issues,
we can allow the residual terms associated with these three
variables (E1, E6, and E11) to be correlated. The introduc-
tion of residual correlations poses a difficult problem for

Bayesian SEM estimation (Barnard et al., 2000; Chib &
Greenberg, 1998; Palomo et al., 2007), though model esti-
mation is possible (e.g., Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012) and
will become easier in the future (e.g., Merkle & Rosseel
2016).

Aside from residual correlations, several issues deserve
more attention than they received here. First, it would be
useful to include more descriptive statistics that supplement
the model. Peters and Levin (2008) provided many tables
that are useful along these lines. Second, it would be use-
ful to study the absolute fits of the models in addition to the
relative fits. This may involve posterior predictive checks
(e.g., Gelman et al., 2004) or calculation of a Bayes factor
comparing the proposed models to saturated models (i.e.,
multivariate normal models with a free parameter for each
mean and covariance). Finally, the statistical issue of sup-
pression may be considered in more detail. The SEM from
Fig. 1 involves two positively-related latent variables pre-
dicting a third latent variable with opposite signs. This can
lead to instability in the associated regression weights and
standard errors. While the signs of the regression weights
involving latent variables are the same as the majority
of relevant, observed-variable correlations in Fig. 2, some
instability may still exist.

In the General Discussion below, we provide detail about
further model extensions, uses, and needs.

General discussion

In this paper, we have demonstrated the utility of applying
Bayesian latent variable models to multivariate experimen-
tal psychology data. We first provided background on factor
analysis models, structural equation models, and issues
specifically related to Bayesian estimation of these mod-
els. We then considered some model extensions and applied
them to data from a decision making experiment on risky
choice. The models allowed us to draw conclusions across
multiple stimuli in a unified manner, removing the need for
data aggregation and for separate, stimulus-specific analy-
ses. Bayesian methods further allowed us to easily estimate
models with latent variable interactions, which are difficult
to estimate via ML methods. In the paragraphs below, we
address additional Bayesian model extensions and needs.
These include general comparisons to ML models, con-
siderations of exploratory factor analysis, and cognitive
psychometric models.

Bayesian versus ML Advantages of the Bayesian appro-
ach to structural equation modeling include easy extension
to complex situations, along with non-asymptotic estimates
of the variability in parameter estimates. Expanding on
the former point, the methods described here were easily
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extended to handle latent variable interactions, and they are
also easily extended to handle models with both continuous
and ordinal observed variables. In particular, Song and Lee
(2012b) provide a tutorial on Bayesian estimation of these
types of models, with further details in their book (Song &
Lee, 2012a). These methods are very powerful because they
provide a single framework for estimating many structural
equation models that a researcher may conceptualize. This
framework is not necessarily the best for building an intu-
ition of structural equation models, however, because it is so
general. Researchers’ desired models can often be written in
a manner that is more concise than the general framework.

Disadvantages of Bayesian structural equation models,
as compared to ML models, lie in model specification and
estimation. Model specification in, e.g., JAGS is very dif-
ferent from model specification in traditional ML software
like Mplus or LISREL, so that users coming from these
traditions will find that their prior software experience is
not terribly helpful. Relatedly, Bayesian methodology has
more “moving parts,” including prior distribution specifica-
tion and assessments of model convergence. These represent
new topics for users of ML software, but we are optimistic
that users can master the new topics.

Bayesian exploratory factor analysis Bayesian methods
offer novel ways to estimate exploratory factor models. In
this paper, we always fixed specific parameters to zero in
order to identify model parameters. If the factor model is
exploratory, we could then rotate model parameters’ (the
λs) posterior means to have a more-interpretable structure.
This is a two-step process, just like the ML case: we first
estimate the model, and we then rotate parameters. Under
the Bayesian approach, we could simultaneously rotate and
sample the factor loading matrices at each iteration of the
MCMC algorithm, which may lead to more-interpretable
solutions than the ML algorithm (which can only use the
single set of factor loadings arising from the ML estimates).

Related methods have been the focus of recent work.
In particular, Peeters (2012a) describes a method by which
factor models with multiple values of m are simultane-
ously estimated, rotated, and compared to one another via
marginal likelihoods (the building blocks of Bayes fac-
tors). Conti et al. (2014) propose a method whereby the
value of m is allowed to change from iteration to iteration,
with the possibility that some latent traits are associated
with no observed variables. Importantly, the latter authors
assume that every observed variable has a nonzero load-
ing associated with only one latent trait; this assumption
is restrictive and results in a model that, using the defini-
tions in this paper, would be called “confirmatory” instead
of “exploratory.” Finally, Roc̆ková and George (2014) pro-
pose an alternative method whereby m is set to a large value,
and “spike-and-slab” priors are used to enforce simplicity

of the � matrix. These prior distributions fix weak loadings
to zero, so that smaller values of m are obtained by fixing to
zero all loadings associated with a latent trait. This method
is computationally difficult but appears promising for future
application.

Cognitive psychometric models The methods described
here are also highly related to the development of cog-
nitive latent variable models (e.g., Nunez, Srinivasan, &
Vandekerckhove, 2015; Turner et al., 2013; Turner, van
Maanen, & Forstmann, 2015; Vandekerckhove, 2014),
where the latent variables are used to tie multiple types
of data (response time, BOLD response, survey data, etc)
together in a single model. For example, in Vandekerck-
hove’s application, a diffusion model was used to describe
response times from an executive functioning task. Par-
ticipants also completed two depression scales, with the
latent variables in the model predicting both the depres-
sion scales and diffusion model parameters. This allowed
for novel information about specific aspects of performance
on the response time task that are related to the depres-
sion scales. Cognitive psychometric models generally offer
new avenues for combining psychometric knowledge with
cognitive modeling (also see, e.g., Tuerlinckx & De Boeck,
2005; van der Maas, Molenaar, Maris, Kievit, & Borsboom,
2011). The model extensions mentioned here, coupled with
computational advances in model estimation and increased
communication between experimental psychologists and
psychometricians, yield fruitful prospects for the use of
Bayesian latent variable models in cognitive science. We
encourage readers to explore these prospective models and
the novel inferences that they can provide.

Computational details

All results were obtained using the R system for statis-
tical computing (R Development Core Team, 2014) ver-
sion 3.2.3 and JAGS software for Bayesian computation ver-
sion 3.4.0, employing the helper package rjags 4-5 (Plum-
mer, 2014). R and the package rjags are freely available
under the General Public License 2 from the Comprehensive
R Archive Network at http://CRAN.R-project.org/. JAGS is
freely available under the General Public License 2 from
Sourceforge at http://mcmc-jags.sourceforge.net/. R and
JAGS code for replication of our results is available at http://
semtools.R-Forge.R-project.org/.
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